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1. Introduction

Extracting comparison points for a pair of entities from text
articles describing them is an interesting and challenging
task. We present a multi-level document analysis (viz.
document, paragraph and sentence level) for extracting the
comparisons. Experiments conducted on a small dataset
provide encouraging performance.

Automatic extraction of metadata of several forms has
become one of the primary research areas in digital library.
While these systems focus on extracting structured
information about individual resources, extraction of
information that relates multiple resources together is
generally overlooked.

3. Our solution

Previous work [6] in this area uses seeded topics to get
comparisons. There have been efforts to extract
comparisons of consumer goods from product reviews [4],
but they tend to be short and are very narrow in context.
Hence, these approaches are not suitable for comparison
extraction from a larger text body.

Our objective is to extract comparison points from a pair of
Wikipedia articles describing two entities. To do so,
•We define a novel task of generating comparison points of

two entities from the respective unstructured data.

•We present a working pipeline that generates such a
comparison from a large corpus without any external seed.

•We present a performance analysis of comparison
extraction system with respect to a human annotated
dataset.

4. Notion of Comparison

A comparison refers to a consideration or estimate of the
similarities or dissimilarities between two entities, where an
‘entity’ refers to the main subject of the text. We define
’entity’, ’aspect’ and ’value’ below in figure 1.

Figure 1: Example <Entity, Aspect, Value> extraction

We define two sentences to be ‘comparable’ if

• the focus entities are different in semantic space but not
at very large distance to be suitable objects for
comparison (e.g. algae-bacteria vs. algae-mammal)

• the aspects are same or semantically similar (e.g.,
hunting, reproduction habit etc.)

• the values that the respective aspects assume are
different

8. Data annotation

The lack of data and how the final results should look like,
were a major reason of concern. To combat this, we created
a portal to collect comparable-sentences. We had some
interesting insights from the collected data. For starters,
most annotators took the first-second sentence of the
paragraph as the comparable sentence. Even after we got
the data, we noticed that different people had different
notions of comparable sentences for the same pair of
sentences.

5. Comparison Extraction Pipeline

Figure 2: System pipeline

We use a pair of Wikipedia articles as our input. Our
algorithm can be divided into 3 parts for deciding
comparability at i) the document level, ii) paragraph level
and iii) sentence level. We currently restrict our domain to
biology to obtain a lexical tree with relations between all
possible entities and use graph heuristics to establish
comparability between documents. For such comparable
entities, we use concept extraction to obtain the topic of
each paragraph and then WordMover’s distance [5] &
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) to establish comparability
at the paragraph level.

Figure 3: Positive and negative Sentence Comparison examples

6. Results for Document and Paragraph

Level Comparison

For a dataset consisting of 669 number of Wikipedia
documents, the document level precision and recall values
are 87.5% and 77.7%. For paragraph level comparability
extraction, the performance of the system is 41.66% recall
and 45% precision based on 836 number of paragraph pairs
in the dataset. We used the response from sentence level
annotations to mark the paragraph and document pairs to
be comparable.

7. Sentence Level Comparison

We used Open IE to get the sentence structure, i.e., to
extract the 〈 entity, aspect, value 〉 in a sentence. We then
used a CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) with the
following features (denoted by labels):

F1 OpenIE promises to extract the relationship between
entity pairs in a sentence. This feature describes how
closely related the verb and aspect are in the sentence.

F2 Wu-Palmer metric from Wordnet to get how different the
aspects between a pair of sentence were.

F3 Wordnet Path-similarity to estimate distance of values.

F4 We also convoluted the PMI (Pointwise Mutual
Information) [1] values between the aspect and value of
one sentence with another to encode how much value the
‘aspects’ add to the comparability of the sentences in the
context of the given ‘values’.

•For multi-perspective CNN [3], our input was a 0-1
classification label of whether or not 2 sentences are
comparable for the training dataset. The vocabulary was
built with the Semantic Text Similarity (STS) dataset
added to words from our training dataset.

•We used Infersent [2] for getting a sentence level
representation, as it scaled well for different tasks in the
NLP domain.

9. Experimental Results

We used a human annotated dataset of 300 document pairs.
The average number of comparable sentences per document
is 3. This exhibits the difficulty of the task. Our final training
dataset is comprised of 168 positive pairs and 264 negative
pairs. Similarly, test data has 20 positive and 54 negative
pairs. In both the cases, positive refers to the sentences that
are labeled as comparable. It is evident from the results
that adding more refined features which highlight the com-
parability aspect for the pair of sentences is very important.
Increase in performance has been observed by using PMI-
based features. For training as well as testing, we hand broke
the sentence into 〈 entity, aspect, value 〉 and this has been
reported in the table as ‘triples extracted by hand’.

10. Results

Methods Prec. Recall F1

Open IE + graph similarity 0.286 0.32 0.302

CNN (with infersent) 0.367 0.393 0.379

Multi-perspective CNN 0.458 0.423 0.44

CNN (with features F1,F2,F3; tu-
ples extracted by hand)

0.461 0.562 0.507

CNN (with features F2, F3;
triples extracted by hand)

0.3 0.346 0.321

CNN (features F1,F2,F3,F4;
triples extracted by hand)

0.476 0.555 0.513

Table 1: Results for sentence-level comparison extraction

11. Sample Output

We list examples of the comparable sentences extracted by
our system

• –While typically thought of as mute, turtles make various
sounds when communicating. Tortoises may be vocal
when courting and mating.

–Whale vocalization is likely to serve several purposes.
Some species, such as the humpback whale, communi-
cate using melodic sounds, known as whale song.

• –Like most ungulates, the zebra’s eyes are on the sides of
its head, giving it a wide field of view.

–They have the largest eyes of any land mammal and are
lateral-eyed, meaning that their eyes are positioned on
the sides of their heads.

11. Future Work

The present system makes use of OpenIE for extraction of
〈 entity, aspect, value 〉. Though it works well for simpler
sentences, quality of extraction has been poor for complex
sentences. We intend to deploy template-based extraction of
〈 entity, aspect, value 〉 triples.
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1. Objective

•Many large digital libraries like ACM DL and National
Digital Library of India (NDLI) index articles without
always curating their digital copies in their own
repositories.

•Full text view generally requires subscription to libraries
that host the contents.

•Therefore, we build a tool to identify open access
surrogate resources of access-restricted scholarly
articles.

2. What is a Surrogate?

Given an article d, its surrogate article ds is an article that

• is open access, and

• satisfies one of the following properties (intuitively, higher
the position of the property, more precise is the match):

1. d and ds are the same articles.

2. d and ds have the same authors, title and content but
might be present in different repositories.

3. d and ds have the same authors and slight variations in
title and/or content.

4. d and ds have slight variations in authors and same title
and content.

5. d and ds have slight variations in authors and slight
variations in title and/or content.

We call surrogates in (1) and (2) above exact matches
and the rest near matches.

3. Surrogator: Overview

• Implemented as GUI-based tool in Python.

• Input: Keywords, Source (like NDLI or Google Scholar),
Options (e.g., to look for exact match or near match).

• Surrogator forwards the query to the source, tags each
retrieved result as either access-restricted or OA, and
displays the tagged results.

•For access-restricted articles, user can search for
surrogates

–Exact matches (on author and title), or

– near matches (on author, title, and optionally, abstract).

4. Interface

Retrieving exact match

Retrieving near match

5. Core Algorithm

• Input: A citation (bibtex) c

•Output: Set Sc (possibly empty) of surrogate objects of
c.

Each surrogate object is a 3-tuple (ci, li, oai) where

• ci is a citation,

• li is a URL to its copy in a repository (might be behind a
paywall), and

• oai is a URL to its OA full text.

Surrogator relies heavily on Google Scholar due to its large
coverage [1].

Direct query to Google ScholarCitation c

Identify best match c′

Is c′ OA?

Select (top-Q articles related to
c′)

⋃
(top-Q articles citing c′)

Keep only OA articles

Keep only articles published
within YMAX years of c

Rank filtered articles

Top-K articles

c′

no

yes

Surrogator ranks articles based on a weighted average of
their Jaccard similarity of author names, cosine
similarity of titles (modeled as bag-of-words) and
optionally, similarity of abstracts.
Author and title similarity must be non-zero.

Weights are chosen heuristically:

1. [without abstracts] authors: 0.6, title: 0.4

2. [with abstracts] authors: 0.5, title: 0.4, abstract: 0.1

Abstracts may be compared with

• cosine similarity of paragraph vectors (bag-of-words)

• cosine similarity of sentence vectors (neural embeddings
[2]), or

•Word Mover’s Distance [3].

6. Evaluation

•Q = 10, YMAX = 3, K = 1.

•Tested on 120 references of Computer Science and
Electrical Engineering papers.

•Comparison of abstracts has little effect as search space is
already reduced with author and title matches.

•A simpler but faster version of Surrogator is described in
[4].

7. Conclusion and Future Work

• Surrogator is a customizable application to identify
surrogates of access-restricted research publications in a
digital library.

•Could successfully find surrogates of many
access-restricted papers in NDLI.

•Can be extended to any digital library.

Future work:

•Comprehensive evaluation on a large test set.

•Enhancement of the tool. Example: User-specific checks
for access rights.

•Google Scholar does not allow bots. So, eventually need
to find an alternative.
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